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In Chapter 3 of ‘Chronicles. Volume 1’ – the chapter with the
wonderful title of ‘New Morning’, Dylan writes about the idyllic
summers he spent with his family at East Hampton, Long Island as
the sixties turned slowly into the seventies: ‘I started painting
landscapes there. There was plenty to do. We had five kids and
often went to the beach, boated on the bay, dug for claims, spent
afternoons at a lighthouse near Montauk, went to Gardiner’s
Island, hunted for Captain Kidd’s buried treasure - rode bikes,
go karts and pulled wagons - went to the movies and the outdoor
markets … drove over to Springs a lot where de Kooning had his
studio’.
I doubt that Dylan, who at the time was craving anonymity, ever
went knock,knock, knocking on de Kooning’s door but if he did
then he may have spotted the giant canvass that forms the
backdrop to this month’s Freewheelin cover. Whether the two
artists ever met is not recorded but I have reunited them anyway.
Willem de Kooning (1904 – 1997) was born in Rotterdam and started
living in America in his twenties. He was a leading light in the
American
art
movement
of
the
1940’s
known
as
Abstract
Expressionism which also spawned other luminaries such as Jackson
Pollock and Mark Rothco. Paintings from this genre are easy to
look at but hard to define because Abstract Expressionism is the
artist expressing a deeply felt emotion by the use of form and
colour on canvas. It is a non-representational, or non objective
art which means that there are no concrete objects in the
picture.
Judging by the overuse of reds in the study on the cover, the
artist was probably full of rage and anger on the day that he
created this masterpiece. In contrast, the monochrome look of
contentment in Dylan’s eyes says that he is at one with his
family, with nature and with his God. If you look closely at
Dylan’s face you will see that there is a kiss-curl above his
left ear which has formed itself into a perfect circle of love,
peace and harmony.
You will also see that dogs are back on the cover and this one,
called Thomas, looks you straight in the eye and impudently barks
‘If you believe all this crap then you are just as likely to
believe in the notion that a dog can talk!’.
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Magnetic Movements-On-Line by Chris Cooper
Issue 230
Hello again
Has been a long time, hasn’t, since the last one? Things here have been kinda
slow lately, though only as far as completely new films are concerned as the
old stuff, often upgraded with better sound is still pouring in. But here we
are at the cutting edge, so it’s only the new and fresh we list. Anyway, whilst there
are only a couple of items they are certainly worth locating, so…
24-07-1987
LINE-FEED with hi fi sound
OAKLAND COLISEUM with the Grateful Dead
30.00
Man Of Peace , Maggies Farm (s), I’ll be Your Baby Tonight, I Want You, Touch Of Grey,
All Along The Watchtower (b)
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Whilst this is only part of the show, the arrival of any of these pivotal gigs in watchable quality
is a cause for celebration. This one also gives us the first Touch Of Grey, and whilst its essentially
A Jerry track Bob is much in evidence. Pic quality could be improved but the sound is for
Some reason much better, have the overdub people been at this one already?

28-08-2004
D3 A7 S8 H9 F7 I BL4
DES MOINES
95.00
Maggies Fam, Tonight I’ll Be Staying Here With You, Lonesome Day Blues, Heartland,
Highway 61 Revisited , Moonlight, Things Have Changed, Floater, Hard Rain, Honest With
Me, Hollis Brown, Summer Days, Like A Rolling Stone, All Along The Watchtower

The authoring on this one is a bit ropey, seems to have been done track by track rather
than as a whole so it tends to pause between tracks. I have no doubt this will soon be
Tidied up. The angle can only be called weird, the filmer seems to be shooting over a
large barrier and at a severe angle. But its lovely to watch, and with Willie and Elana
guesting on Heartland and Floater respectively you really want to see this. Its not just the
best document of the Willie Tour, up to now it’s the only one!

Till Next Time
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by Mark Carter

Two different themes dominate this month's look at how the press
treated Bob during June and July. Firstly, we have lots of reviews from the UK
leg of the European tour and a few from the brief (by his standards, anyway)
American jaunt that proceeded it. It's interesting to see what the critics made of
him this time around, especially as the consensus of fan opinion seemed to be
that he was o-kay, if somewhat unspectacular (other than one or two "he just
keeps getting better and better" stalwarts, of course).
The other main theme concerns Bob's recent St. Andrews University doctorate,
where, again, Bob's "I don't really want to be here" demeanour gave one or two
critics the chance to sharpen their knives and settle a few old scores.
Before we get onto all of that, however, June's issue of Record Collector carried
reviews of three new Dylan DVD releases. Kent Hunt cast a jaundiced eye over
Mickey Jones' 1966 home movies and, like every critic before him, could only find
it in his heart to award it one star. He points out that the '66 tour has been so
dissected over nearly 40 years that there is very little left to tell and what little
new information that's worth hearing may still be waiting to be discovered ain't
contained here; "...only Boboholics with the worst withdrawal symptoms will go
back for another helping". Jason Draper sat down to watch Masked And
Anonymous and enjoyed it enough to give it three stars, admitting that the script
is witty enough and Dylan is enjoyable to watch. However, he is not convinced
that the whole movie is not one big joke from Bob Dylan's pen; "...at the expense
of those still believing that Dylan-the-protest-singer can save the world." From
there he moves on to the recently reissued Unplugged, which he enjoyed enough
to grant it four stars. Whilst recognising that the MTV studio offers a slightly
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sterile environment, he finds much to admire in Dylan's voice and his band,
before concluding that "this is a fine document of the two-night stand."
Onto the American reviews now, beginning with a review of Gilford's
Meadowbrook Musical Arts Center, the opening night of the mini-tour, by Rich
Bergeron in an unknown newspaper. He interviewed plenty of fans before and
after showtime and nobody seemed disappointed, with Bergeron reporting that
Dylan got 'em up and dancing in the aisles almost from the off.
masslive.com's Donnie Moorhouse was not so impressed by the Mohegan Sun
Arena show in Uncasville, claiming that Dylan as hunch-backed keyboard player
removes the centre of attention for the audience, making everything "uneven and
uneasy", and gave Moorhouse the impression that the crowd spent the entire
night "waiting for somone to step into that void". Consequently, while his shows
over the years have always been hit-and-miss, even the worst ones seemed to
make sense at the end, and this one didn't. Not only that, he concludes, "...while
it can be argued that Dylan has never been in fine voice, his delivery was
exceptionally unintelligible for a good portion of the night." A good time was
enjoyed by all, then.
At the Big Kahuna Festival, Dylan played on a deck beside the Christina River in
front of an enthusiastic full-to-capacity 4,000-strong audience, and Christopher
Yasiejko of delawareonline.com enjoyed himself as much as the crowd. He felt
at times that some of Bob's movements seemed strained ("a likely byproduct of
his years on the road") but there were also encouraging signs as well; "...an
occasional mid-song smile made clear his enjoyment of this moment in his
career."
Onto the Lincoln Center Gala in New York, where Dylan appeared alongside jazz
band The Wynton Marsalis Septet for versions of It Takes A Lot To Laugh and
Don't Think Twice that may represent the only live material that's worth collecting
this year. Frank Scheck, writing for Reuters, was actually very impressed by
Bob's first tentative steps into the world of jazz (discounting, of course, If Dogs
Run Free, which I will gladly), describing how his initial nervousness soon
disappeared and calling his two numbers "slinky". He even suggests that Dylan
should seriously consider re-recording some of his classics with a jazz
arrangement. Sounds interesting, but I'd rather have a new studio album, thanks
all the same.
New York Newsday's Gene Seymour enjoyed Bob's two-song treat just as
much, and so, it seems, did the audience, once Dylan had gotten his nerves
under control; "...almost immediately, one could sense, even from the jaded jazz
heads in the audience, a feeling of this -works-so-well-how-come-nobodythought-of-it-before sweeping the Apollo. Maybe it shouldn't surprise so many
people that Dylan's blues could be given a Kansas City-style swing band fitting.
But it was still bracing to hear." After an almost flawless Don't Think Twice,
complete with "airtight calypso beat" and a bit of jamming between Dylan's
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harmonica and Ronald Westray's trombone, Seymour, like Scheck, was left to
keep his fingers crossed that "there was a record producer or two among the
assembled swells paying attention to the possibilities displayed here."
Bob's show at the Salem Civic Center was well received by The Roanoke
Times' Ralph Berrier Jnr who, whilst concluding that it wasn't exactly like the
Rolling Thunder Revue (would that it were, this late in his career), decided that it
"proved that he can still make a joyful noise". Though his voice now resembles
that of a "newly discovered Chicago bluesman", and is really only suitable for the
rock 'n' roll numbers, Berrier discovered that it "still succeeded in making several
standards from his 40-year-old canon sound exciting and contemporary". All in
all, the gig was, in Berrier's eyes at least, a total success; "...Even with his
Olympian legacy rising before him every time he takes the stage, Dylan still pulls
out performances worthy of his reputation. Just like a legend."
Onto the UK tour where a preview of sorts appeared in, of all things, SAGA
magazine (which, for those overseas readers who are perhaps unaware, is
aimed at an audience who have reached - or as near as damn it - a pensionable
age) by David Thomas. It's actually a pretty decent piece, as far as these things
go, concentrating primarily on the recent Victoria's Secret scandal (in which,
apparently, Bob observes the barely-dressed young lady "looking wizened,
moustachioed and - as is his wont - plain weird") but also touching base on the
many other times that Dylan has horrified and defied his audience. This is not,
however, a sarcastic put-down or even a full scale outraged attack from an exfan who feels let down, both of which we witnessed in spades from the other side
of the pond a few months ago. Rather, Thomas concludes with equal parts wit
and common sense; "...I don't think they (the adverts) need too much
explanation. Bob Dylan is a man of 62. He was asked to fly first class to Venice,
stay in a fabulous hotel and spend a few days hanging out with a supermodel
dressed in sexy undies. And then they paid him. I'm not sure any reasonable
human being would expect him to say No." This is exactly the argument I put
forward in an issue of Freewheelin' at the time of the uproar, but it's nice to see it
endorsed by a "proper" writer.
Neil McCormick of The Telegraph was not betting on what Bob Dylan we would
get this time around. From the first time he saw him in 1984 when "I was
overwhelmed by a sense of almost religious awe as I struggled to comprehend
the notion that this icon could actually occupy the same time and space as me"
(my first Dylan gig was also in 1984 - at Wembley Stadium, to be precise - and I
know exactly what he means when he says that) through the bad and indifferent
gigs during the intervening years up to 2002, where Dylan "tossed away lyrics
with a kind of high-speed contempt, singing entire verses in the first bars of the
song, without pause for breath or breaks for syntax, then waiting for the band to
catch up", he, like us, has seen it all. This year he's heading for the Fleadh, as
much for the experience of being a very small part of a very big audience as
anything else; "...I have witnessed it time and again. People go to a show as
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individuals and emerge as a kind of community, pouring out into the night, still
singing the last refrain. I think we go to such events to sing our songs. And if
Dylan turns up to sing them with us, so much the better."
It seems as though Bob's Fleadh performance, at least as far as the critics were
concerned, was decidedly more miss than hit. The Independent's Andy Gill,
usually one of Dylan's staunchest defenders, was pretty unimpressed once the
opening Down Along The Cove was out of the way. Maggie's Farm, turned into
"a strutting funk workout", was "a bit perfunctory" and a "plodding" Desolation
Row saw the show hit an all time low, as this was a version "from which every
drop of juice has been drained." All in all, one Dylan show best forgotten, but, as
Gill concludes, "the one thing you can be sure of with Bob is that there'll be
others, and far better ones, to come."
Stephen Dalton of The Times was equally unimpressed, claiming that, "having
toured for the past decade, the 63-year-old rock shaman should have effortlessly
energised the Fleadh's partisan audience. Instead, he seemed shifty and remote,
stumbling through two hours of middling pub-rock teasingly punctuated by rare
flashes of frail, ghostly beauty." Bob Dylan in 2004, suggests Dalton, has
swapped "youthful urgency and explosive charisma for saloon-bar noodling" and,
although he remains "a genius, a one-off and a walking encyclopaedia of
American folk music...even living legends need a kick up the back pages some
times."
The Guardian's Robin Denselow begins his piece by reminding us that Dylan
has spent a lifetime confusing and surprising his audience and his Fleadh
performance "was a classic in that respect". He also felt that Desolation Row was
a pale shadow of it's former self and had "lost much of it's old menace" but, at the
end of the day, "this was not Dylan for the purists, but a powerful, intriguing set
all the same."
From the fields of London, the Bob carnival headed north to Scotland, and
Russell Leadbetter of the Glasgow Evening News enjoyed the Glasgow SECC
show enormously, claiming that Like A Rolling Stone sounded as fresh as it did
almost 40 years ago. "Dylan may not be able to claim any records for album
sales, but his genius is still in full flow", he exclaims.
The Sunday Mail presented two brief reviews; one of the SECC gig by David
Ross ("...Any doubts about his place in rock history were dispelled by a stunning
encore") and a surly write-off of Barrowland by Billy Sloan ("Scotland's Greatest
Rock Writer", don't you know?); "...Bob is a music legend...but as a live act he's a
real spent force.").
On the other hand, The Glasgow Herald's John Williamson considered the
Barrowland gig to be one of the best he had ever seen, by Dylan or anyone else;
"...even hardcore Dylan aficionados, who have stuck with him through his many
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tangents, would be hard pushed to be prepared for the sheer impact of such an
intimate performance, where, for the first time in many visits to Scotland, he
appears to be both utterly engaged and - whisper it - possibly enjoying
himself...There may never be a chance to see Dylan this close and animated:
that he is in such good fettle is a real bonus".
Damien Love of the Glasgow Sunday Herald reckons that the SECC show was
Bob's best in that venue, burying the unfortunate 1991 performance ("I saw
Dylan charge like Custer at a suicidal set, leaving his band scattered behind")
once and for all. However, it was nothing in comparison to Barrowland, where a
sing-along Just Like A Woman took the gig to a whole other level. A Hampden
Roar from the assembled throng almost took the roof off and brought delighted
and bemused smiles from the band members; "...Dylan is standing chording
away at his keyboard, leaning into the song now, listening, and a surprised grin
flashes across his face, too. Anyone who knows anything about Dylan will not
believe this, but, by the end of the song, just for a moment, the man famous for
willfully restructuring the DNA of his songs seems to be singing along with the
crowd, not vice versa." By the time the show reaches the encores, another singalong to Like A Rolling Stone even inspires an onstage comment from the
Bobmeister; "We musta played that song a thousand times, and no one's ever
kept up like that!" The evening presented, so Love unsurprisingly concludes, "the
greatest concert I've ever seen".
The Scotsman's Brian Morton was almost as impressed with Barrowland,
though he felt that the set offered too little variety and the encores were
"predictable enough". It is, for Morton, Dylan's voice that rescues the event from
becoming Just Another Concert; "...Rumours that Dylan's voice has succumbed
to ill-health are exaggerated. He was never a nightingale, but he hasn't yet
become a screech-owl, and when he gets to I Believe In You, he's more like a
flittering nightjar, turning the song into something like a nocturne."
On the eve of Bob's Belfast visit, restaurant owner Joe Webb was expressing
hope that he pays another visit to Webb's TL2 diner. The Belfast Telegraph's
Eddie McIlwaine reports that Dylan, Van Morrison and a few band members
visited the eaterie the last time they were in town six years ago, and Dylan came
as close as he is ever likely to come to promising that he would return to TL2 as
soon as he could. Webb reveals that he is a big Dylan fan and professes a liking
for Blowin' In The Wind, Lay Lady Lay and The Times They Are A-Changin'. "In
the restaurant he was quiet and reserved and easy to serve," he says, "It was a
special kind of evening." Whether Dylan did keep his promise or not is unknown.
Perhaps Webb will reveal all in another six years.
Unfortunately, David Gordon of The Belfast Telegraph didn't enjoy the Belfast
Odyssey concert, suggesting that Bob is now past his sell-by date and should be
finding a more productive way of spending his evenings, especially as he
probably doesn't need to tour for the money; "...for the most part, the overriding
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impression was of a man who just wanted to get the job done and get out of
there."
A few days later, the same newspaper featured brief reviews of the same show
by a Dylan veteran (John Caruth) and a novice (Una Bradley). Caruth enjoyed it
well enough, giving special praise to the band, and his only real complaint was
that Dylan's keyboards were too low in the mix. Bradley, with only one previous
Bob show under her belt, was also impressed, though she missed "his romantic,
slushy ballads". She praised his energy and the encores and, for some reason,
concluded that "for a man of 63, his pelvic thrust ain't half bad".
Whilst in Belfast, The Belfast Telegraph's Maureen Coleman reported that
Dylan paid an impromptu visit to the Royal Victoria Hospital for Sick Children,
where, clad in the familiar Stetson, he visited three wards, chatting to the kiddies
and their parents, playing harmonica and handing out little mouth organs to the
patients. A hospital spokesman revealed that Bob's management called them up
out of the blue and told them that he was keen to visit. "I'm not sure if the children
knew who he was," he continues, "But because he was dressed in cowboy boots
and Stetson, they knew he was someone famous. It was an unexpected surprise
and the dads of some of the children were chuffed to bits. He was very pleasant
and friendly and staff were delighted to welcome him to the hospital." Nice story
and, to be serious for a moment, it does prove that, whatever we may think of the
public Bob Dylan circa 2004, and however much he hides from his fans and their
cameras, he really does still have a heart of gold. God bless him.
And that, ladies and gents, concludes the tour coverage for this issue. I will
hopefully be looking at how the German press received our man next month.
Onto the other main topic this month; that of Bob being awarded - and actually
turning up to receive - an honorary doctorate from Scotland's St. Andrews
University. The news hit many of the newspapers worldwide, with most pointing
out that this was his first such degree since Princeton in 1970. Dylan did himself
no favours by accepting it in person, and gave the European and American press
more grist for the mill. Did we honestly think that it would be any different? Firstly,
he arrived late, presumably to make sure that he wasn't troubled by any pesky
photographers or fans. Secondly, he spent the entire time that he was there
looking as though he'd lost a pound and found two pence (thanks to my Mum for
that expression!) and yawning his head off, reacting to the university choir's
version of Blowin' In The Wind the way you or I might to stepping into a
particularly squishy dog poo. Thirdly, he nipped off sharpish at the end of the
ceremony, not wishing to take part in the little party afterwards, and was whisked
away behind tinted windows.
The New York Daily News reported that he arrived 50 minutes into the 90
minute ceremony and, even though he sat silent and brooding throughout, he
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"brought a strong dose of star power to the University of St. Andrews
commencement."
msnbc.com quoted part of Neil Corcoran's "awe-struck" address; "Many
members of my generation can't separate a sense of our own identity from his
music and lyrics.... (his fusion of folk, blues, country, rock and poetry) moved
everything on to a place it never expected to go and left the deepest imprint on
human consciousness.....His magnificent songs will last as long as song itself
does."
The BBC News website also concentrated on Bob's surliness and quoted
University principal, Dr. Brian Lang; "...His song, and in particular his lyrics, are
still part of our consciousness. We are very pleased to take this opportunity of
honouring such a major artist." It also featured a couple of nice photos of Bob at
the ceremony.
Tim Luckhurst of the Independent reported pretty much the same thing but
added a nice little coda, revealing that, when he knelt in front of the Chancellor of
the University, Sir Kenneth Dover, Dylan had to stay there four times as long as
anyone else, waiting for the cheers and applause to die down.
Chartattack.com began their report thus; "Getting a doctorate takes years of
hard work, inalterable dedication to scholarly research and the borderline insanity
to actually want to be in school for the majority of your young life. Or you can sing
oft-unintelligible lyrics over simple chord structures and bypass all that garbage."
We are informed that Dylan was "painfully shy" and looked awkward in his
"monk-type robe" and he was without his "Rizzo The Rat-style moustache". They
also take time out to mention Bob's impending tour with Willie Nelson, or, as they
call him, "a bearded, pig-tailed, bandana-wearing country music twanger".
John Dingwall of Scotland's Daily Record quotes one member of the choir who
was less than impressed with Dylan's attitude, especially his comatose reaction
to their Blowin' In The Wind tribute, and the fact that they were told that they
couldn't go up to the balcony afterwards to where Dylan had (presumably
reluctantly) agreed to a photo shoot. "My friend is a doctor," she reveals, "who
thought Dylan looked ill, grey and tired. He didn't seem too happy to be there. He
should have sat through the students graduating but he refused. At the end of
our performance, he just put his hands together twice and didn't applaud...He
had nothing to say to us at all and didn't seem to want to have to brush shoulders
with anyone. We have sung for the Queen before and she seemed far more
appreciative." Looks as though there's one person who won't be rushing out to
buy a Dylan album as a memento of a special day. Make that two people;
another student complained; "He was a grumpy old man. If he didn't want to be
there, he shouldn't have bothered."
Selina Scott, writing for Scotland's Sunday Mail also mourned the days when the
only way to receive a university degree was through hard work and dedicated
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study. "Now," she complains, "They even dole the things out to TV presenters,
actors and folk singers", revealing that St. Andrews have also awarded honorary
degrees to Sean Connery and war correspondent Kate Adie. Still, she's obviously
a bit of a fan, suggesting that Bob is nowadays a better poet than his "idol" Dylan
Thomas, and, when quoting Neil Corcoran's address that his lyrics are as
"complex and compelling as that of gifted poets of the printed page" adding that
"few would disagree".
The Mesabi Daily News decided that Dylan would never receive a degree for
social graces; "...Arriving on time would have been a nice gesture. A nod or some
kind of acknowledgment of the choir's performance of his song would have been
a small expression of gratitude. And a simple thank you would have shown a little
appreciation. Then again, that would not have been Dylan being Dylan."
The Scotsman's Gerard Degroot concluded that "Dr. Dylan is proof that the baby
boomers have taken over the establishment" and, most succinctly, "He's a
miserable old fart, but that's why we love him". Now, wouldn't that make a great
tag line on his future concert posters?
A day or so later, Simon Pia, also of The Scotsman, reported that Dylan took
such a shine to his graduation gown that, after the ceremony, he asked; "Can I
keep this?" It was, so we are told, the only time he spoke and everyone was so
flabbergasted that, as another honorarian explained, "No one had the gall to say;
"No, you bloody well cannot"." The gowns, modelled on those of medieval
scholars, are worth a fair bit and Bob was "last spotted disappearing with a
Transylvanian flourish", presumably with the gown tucked underneath his arm.
Finally, let's end with The Times' Allan Brown's overview of Bob's entire recent
UK tour, which begins with a discussion of some of his more dedicated fans who
read something cosmic and important into the slightest of Dylan activities ("He is
the rock-fan equivalent of JRR Tolkien"). Wisely skipping the Fleadh, Brown
begins at Belfast's Odyssey Arena, where "much of Dylan's artistry now is lost
beneath the fuzzy cataract of noise required to reach the size of crowds he
attracts. This, allied with Dylan's allergy to showmanship, can render his stadium
shows thankless, tedious affairs." Presumably his outdoor shows are even
worse, since his Pearse Stadium show in Galway was even immune to the
sunshine, which couldn't "rouse Dylan to anything beyond his standard, blithely
disengaged template performance."
Scotland's SECC gig was no better, offering a "thundering and lumbering
country-rock sludge from which few gems winked, all of it diminished further by
the attritional chill of Dylan's Never-ending bad mood." However, the Barrowland
show offered something to savour and remember, revealing, as it did, "Dylan's
genius in all it's cussed, weather-beaten glory... (he) laughs and clowns
throughout the show, clearly energised by the proximity of the audience."
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Whilst in Glasgow, Brown finally gets close to the man offstage, nabbing him as,
hooded and surly, he is heading back to his hotel, and thrusting a copy of Blonde
On Blonde into his face for an autograph. As quick as you like, a minder appears
out of nowhere and states; "Nah! We don't do that!" Dylan, who barely seems to
have registered Brown's presence, "continues his loping stroll up the hill".
What does Brown make of Bob Dylan still on the road here in 2004? "Well, it tells
us that he's tiring physically, more vocally hampered than ever and preparing
himself, I'd say, for some serious career retrospectives, after which he'll no doubt
tour till he drops. What he should do is play at a scale where audiences can
appreciate his weathered mastery and cask-conditioned genius, but I doubt the
management would allow it. Either way, it was nice to encounter him and, even if
only mentally, to say, how are you, good luck. And mean it."
On that less than encouraging portrait of a man who, after the triumphs of Love
And Theft, the 2001 Autumn tour, Masked And Anonymous and 'Cross The
Green Mountain, seems content to spend 2004 treading water, we must leave it
for another month.
Fare thee well.

THANKS TO: THE EXPECTING RAIN WEBSITE, BOBBY R &
CHRIS
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The Whole Wide World is watching
The Best of the Web by Martin Stein (With thanks to Expecting Rain)
1.

Girl on Film – A film starring Jude Law's new love as a drug-crazed party girl is
in doubt as Bob Dylan threatened to sue its producers. Sienna Miller, 22, was to play
a tragic heiress caught in a power play between two men, one an evil pornographer,
the other the idealistic prince of folk music. The film, Factory Girl, is purportedly the
'true story' of a love triangle that allegedly developed between Edie Sedgwick, Dylan
and artist Andy Warhol in 1965. Dylan is portrayed as intent on rescuing Edie from
the decadence of Warhol's New York studio, the Factory, after she had been
encouraged to strip naked and commit a sacrilegious sex act by a member of the late
artist's entourage. Good Grief!!

2.

I Was In Your Presence
For An Hour Or So Breaking a 19-year tradition of
ignoring TV journalists, Bob
Dylan, will avail himself of the
crew and staff of CBS's 60
Minutes to get his message out.
The nework's news release calls
the sit-down with Ed Bradley an
"intense interview," during which
Dylan - most recently shown on
the boob tube cavorting with
Victoria's Secret models - will discuss the burdens of fame (heavy), his relationship
with the press (difficult), and his father (enigmatic topic). The interview will be
broadcast on 5th December on CBS at 7 p.m. or so.

3. Smile - A photographic exhibition Keep Your Eyes Wide - Bob Dylan on camera
1961 to 1975, featured work by Daniel Kramer, Fred W McDarrah, Amalie R
Rothschild, Art Kane, Jerry Schatzberg, Elliott Landy, Don Hunstein, Ken Regan &
Jean Marie Perier. The exhibition ran from 9 October to 20 November at Snap
Galleries, 16 Gibb Square, The Custard Factory, Birmingham B9 4AA.
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4.

Cheese - New, unpublished and uncopyrighted photos of early Dylan in
performance can be found at
http://www.joegratz.net/archives/2004/10/16/rare-bob-dylan-performancepictures/#more-509

5.

Un Cut Kid - One of the most truthful dissections of love gone wrong in rock
history - Exactly 30 years after its release in January 1975, Uncut magazine will
present the full story of Dylan's 'Blood On The Tracks'. Plus the choice of two CDs showcasing the artists who influenced Bob Dylan (Volume 1) and the artists who
were influenced by Bob Dylan (Volume 2). On sale 2nd December 2004.

6.

To Be On Your Own - Like a Rolling Stone, written and recorded by the 24year-old folk-rock visionary in 1965, tops Rolling Stone's 500 Greatest Songs of All
Time. "No other pop song has so thoroughly challenged and transformed the
commercial laws and artistic conventions of its time, for all time," said David Fricke,
senior editor of Rolling Stone. Like a Rolling Stone was almost as celebrated for its
inventively waspish lyrics as for its tune with a haunting Hammond organ driving the
music.

7.

Hang Around the Theatres - Casting is to begin on Equity, an AGMA Eye
Workshop Production. The upcoming collaboration between Twyla Tharp and Bob
Dylan, which would integrate the gifted choreographer's dance designs with the
legendary singer-songwriter's creations, has been scheduled for a workshop
production from 3rd January to 13th February.

8.

No More Auction Block For Me – Many Dylan items are up for sale at
Christie's on 16th December:
http://www.christies.com/LotFinder/search/searchresults.asp?T=Lot&entry=dylan

9.

Four people selected Chronicles as their Book of the Year in the
Observer’s list. Here’s what they said:
Griff Rhys Jones Presenter and actor - It's folksy story-weaving, as finely wrought
as any of the faux 1860s ballads of genius, but it's still the book of the year for me.
Bonnie Greer Playwright - His New York in the Sixties has the black-and-white
luminosity of a Cassavetes film. Dylan writes like he sings like he lives.
Kazuo Ishiguro Novelist - Bob Dylan's writing voice in Chronicles is almost as
magnificent as his singing voice.
Andrew Motion Poet Laureate - smart, energetic, artfully discursive... exceptionally
good.
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ALTERNATIVES TO COLLEGE by MICHAEL CRIMMINS

BLACK CROSS
I feel it might be a little unwise at this early stage to say too much on the subject
of Chronicles, especially knowing how unpredictable Bob Dylan can be, except to say
that I don’t feel that there was any great need for it! Songs such as “Talkin’ New York”
“Ballad in plain D” “Sara” and a whole heap of others, added to the work of Scaduto and
Shelton should give us a broad enough picture. I am though; glad that he bothered and I
enjoyed Vol I immensely.
A good song is a time capsule. It travels to us only because IT IS a good song. It can be
an emotional vault only to be unlocked with all ears and heart open. Too much emphasis
can be placed on genre! Blues/Folk/Jazz. Up to a point it is all folk music! Bob Dylan is
the pioneer that brought this point home to me over the years. We all know that he, most
of the time, defies classification. Dylan has a lot of faith in the power of song. The songs,
as he says, are his lexicon. Sometimes environment and access, or non access, to certain
musical instruments can play a part in shaping what genre, certain musicians will fall
into. The circumstance that led to John Hammond laying a copy of, the then unreleased,
“King Of The Delta Blues Singers” by Robert Johnson on Bob Dylan, probably had a
great effect on the outcome of his debut record.
Bob Dylan is as good a blues singer as you are going to find inside of a white skin. Blues
is an expression. As a genre its credentials lie within the song lyrics. There is of course a
recognisable and widely accepted format for the blues and that is of course the twelve bar
structure! As CP Lee pointed out in his recent Freewheelin’ “Blues is bunk” article, the
record companies initially ‘encouraged’ their artists, for the sake of commercialism, to
adhere to this tried and trusted formula, in other words to make pop music. It was the
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same article and the reading of Chronicles Vol 1 that got me a thinking about Dylan and
the blues.
Two very different artists, Josh White and Billie Holiday felt compelled to record Lewis
Allan’s “Strange Fruit”. Both artists witnessed lynchings as very young children and
both artists felt the need for this REAL blues story to reach as many ears as possible.
Both artists to their detriment performed the song in the south. Allan himself wrote the
song after witnessing a scene similar to the one depicted at the head of this article. One
can’t help but be reminded of Dylan singing “Black Cross” when looking at that ghastly
scene where the only people who look slightly perturbed are the little children present.
Children who have very possibly just experienced the same as did White and Holiday at
around that same age. That IS the blues!
When people talk about ‘feeling the blues’ I’m not sure if that is what they mean, but that
is the vibe, and it is nothing to do with eight twelve or sixteen bars or fiddles and banjo’s.

Strange Fruit
Southern trees bear strange fruit
Blood on the leaves
Blood at the root
Black bodies swinging in the southern breeze
Strange fruit hanging from the poplar trees.
Pastoral scene of the gallant south
The bulging eyes and the twisted mouth
The scent magnolia sweet and fresh
Then the sudden smell of burning flesh.
Here is a fruit for the crows to pluck
for the rain to gather
for the wind to suck for the sun to rot
for the tree to drop
Here is a strange and bitter crop
Abel Meeropol (Lewis Allan)
In 1994 Bob Dylan was the recipient of a Grammy award for best traditional blues album.
That record was ‘World Gone Wrong’. In 1961 his debut album ‘Bob Dylan’ carried this
praise from Stacey Williams (Robert Shelton)
‘…His talent takes many forms. He is one of the most compelling white blues singers
ever recorded. He is a songwriter of exceptional facility and cleverness. He is an
uncommonly skilful guitar player and harmonica player…’
Personally I found that first record, although I loved the sound of it, a little forced.
Dylan’s New York Gaslight performance of October 1962 on the other hand I found
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stunning and far more authentic than a young white kid singing traditional ballads and
work songs should possibly be!
There are many examples of Dylan’s understanding of the blues idiom. In many ways
Dylan has empathised with it, rather than try to become a part of it. With his 1983
masterpiece “Blind Willie McTell” his understanding of the blues is extraordinary!
Dylan, while giving us his best (by far) vocal performance in years, almost apologises for
his ‘ineptness’ by stating:
“(Yeah) nobody can sing the blues like blind Willie McTell”.
I mentioned earlier Dylan’s version of “Black Cross” the song made popular by Lord
Buckley. Dylan performed this song to perfection at the Gaslight. Also known as
“Hezekiah Jones” this is a song about racial and social prejudice. A black man is lynched
on the pretext that he has no religion. His real crime though is his audacity in trying to
educate himself. Even though Dylan did not write this song, he gets right inside of it, so
much so that when he slyly delivers the line “I’m good! Good as my neighbour” the
listener knows that this is the moment that Hezekiah sealed his fate. With “Blind Willie
McTell” years later, Dylan communicates, as he did by performing “Black Cross” his
empathy with these poor souls. The song is not so much about Willie McTell as it is
about what he represents as a blues singer and why the blues came to exist.

See them big plantations burning
Hear the cracking of the whips
Smell that sweet magnolia blooming
See the ghosts of slavery ships
I can hear them tribes a moaning
(I can see) the undertakers bell
(Yeah), nobody can sing the blues like Blind Willie McTell

“Blind Willie McTell” knows of songs like “St James Infirmary” and “Strange Fruit” it
respects them. This great song was left off the album ‘Infidels’ in 1983. Could it be that
Bob Dylan truly believes that nobody should sing the blues, or claim to, who does not
truly represent it? The itinerant and reoccurring theme of the blues man has after all not
been shown much in the way of respect. That is to say that it is definitely not the
romantic notion that modern blues men, and in particular those from Great Britain, in the
sixties, would have us believe!
Although the civil war in America eventually brought about the abolition of slavery,
many sharecroppers, as the more ‘fortunate’ slaves became, more often than not, due to
exorbitant rent, owed their white landlords so much money that the only solution was to
disappear, get out of town. Post war blues music retains its authenticity in relation to its
slavery roots because of the continuation of its main artery, intense poverty and hardship.
Songs that once told of the drivers lash (not that it wasn’t still in existence) now, more
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often than not, told tales of hunger and moving on. The common denominator of poverty
imposed by agricultural capitalism from the landed aristocracy upon both ‘dirty nigger’
and ‘white trash’, particularly in the south instigated a greater integration of musical
styles than otherwise might have come to exist. Music was one of the few areas
conducive to any form of racial harmony in these times of deliberately imposed racial
tension. A good example of this is the recordings of Woody Guthrie and Cisco Houston
where they join forces with Sonny Terry and Brownie McGee. The popularity of blues
music especially among white folk that prospered in America in the twenties and thirties,
in one respect is distorted by the still enduring and cruel myth perpetrated initially by
black faced minstrels. This is the one given a huge push along the way by Hollywood,
and one that goes along the lines of the ignorant although well fed darkie singing happily
while he worked under the watchful eye of the master whom he adored.
Of course the recorded music that people such as Alan Lomax, love him or loathe him,
pioneered, takes away the rose coloured spectacles and opens our hearts and minds to the
reality.
Should’ve bin on the river in 1910
they were drivin’ the women just like the men
That line of course comes from Leadbelly’s “Ain’t no More cane on the Brazos” another
song that Bob Dylan performed at the Gaslight in New York that same October night that
he sang “Black Cross”. The same night that he performed another of Leadbelly’s “No
More Auction Block” Blind Willie Johnson’s “Motherless Children” Blind Lemon
Jefferson’s “See that my grave is kept clean” and Robert Johnson’s “Kind Hearted
Woman Blues” What has become known as the second Gaslight performance, would in
my opinion make a great addition to The Bootleg series.
Dylan sings blues songs and he is good at it. If you doubt that at all have a listen to “Milk
Cow Blues” from the Freewheelin’ outtakes. Yet Dylan’s own blues compositions tend to
lend themselves to that of onlooker, listener! He is careful not to exploit through
carelessness. Good examples of Dylan in a blues mode, but not stance, are “Catfish”
“Blind Willie McTell” and “New Pony”. Bob Dylan weaves a tapestry of blues
throughout his work. Arguably, Dylan gets to the heart of the blues as a genre in songs
such as “North Country Blues” where he bravely tells the tale of a white mining
community’s struggles from a woman’s perspective. In placing the word blues in the
song title he intelligently realises the genre’s credentials and by doing so furthers the
cause of racial harmony, just as with another song from The Times They Are-A Changin’
“The lonesome death of Hattie Carroll” he does so by not mentioning the fact that Hattie
Carroll is black.
With “Desolation Row” Dylan gives us the grim opening line of “They’re selling
postcards of the hanging”. He undoubtedly is referring to Duluth, Minnesota’s shameful
tragedy of June 15 1920. Three black roustabouts of John Robinson’s travelling circus,
Elias Clayton, Elmer Jackson and Isaac McGhie were lynched as a result of the alleged
rape of nineteen year old Irene Tusken. An examination of Tusken by Dr David Graham
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yielded no sign of rape or assault. The Chicago evening post at the time carried this “This
is a crime of a northern state as black and as ugly as any that has brought the south in
disrepute”
They’re selling postcards of the hanging
They’re painting the passports brown
The beauty parlour is filled with sailors
The circus is in town
Here comes the blind commissioner
They’ve got him in a trance
One hand is tied to the tightrope walker
The other is in his pants
And the riot squad they’re restless
They need somewhere to go
As lady and I look out tonight
From Desolation Row.

Pictures of the hanging were actually printed and sold as souvenir postcards in Duluth.

Well I have been a barrel of laughs this month haven’t I?
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by Chris Cooper
Hi Again
Last month I started to launch into Bob’s book, I never really intended too,
but sometimes these things sorta happen. I am assuming by now that we
have all, more or less read it at least once. Personally I can truthfully say
that it is the first book in 25 years that I have read twice in a row, Just
finished and started again. It’s a fascinating read , and no less so second
time around. But after two reads there are a few questions I think I might
risk asking.
First, I find the format very intriguing, the book is almost cyclical, starting
with Dylan signing his contract and concluding with him arriving in New York.
In between we are treated to what at first seemed to me haphazard
chapters. This book felt like it had had the Renaldo & Clara treatment. That
is, that all the other volumes are already written, and probably
chronologically. But Dylan has then stirred them up and given us this literal
stew instead. Well, that may be true. If the volumes came out
chronologically then I can well believe that the later volume(s) might not
sell as well, like it or not, the general crowd want the early years more than
the Nineties and beyond. This way we get things merged so we are pulled
along to get each volume.
So is this a correct observation or not?
I see clues that suggest this isn’t so, after all, lets look at what else we get.
1966, 1989-90 and a stab at the present. Could it be that these years are
included to allow us to view the main influences that have bent Bob into his
present shape? Doing it this way we get to talk about the arrival of the
Grateful Dead, and Dylan embarking on a voyage of discovery of his material
via the good ship improvisation? That’s how it feels to me, Bob spends some
time telling us about his musical structure, and the value he places on the
sound as well as the lyric. This really vindicates live performances for me. He
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asks us to look at the whole of his work, and not just those “polished”
albums. Then of course we get Oh Mercy and beyond, Bob demonstrating
that as far as he can see the old banner “No one Sings Dylan Like Dylan” is
not only true but could now be interpreted as “No One Can Produce Dylan
Like Dylan” This is hairy stuff. I’ll go a third time and get back to you on
that one. It sure makes me look again at Paul Williams “Performing Artist”
books though.
What you think?
Then there is the detail. I always assumed Bob has trouble knowing what city
he is in, but here he is telling us about the wallpaper in officers 40 years
ago! Memory or fancy? Whilst it is delightful to read I fear it may be at
least in part fiction. Now that is a very worrying thought. If it’s fiction then
how much is true? If I cannot accept that kind of detail then maybe the
rest is also fiction, a sort of Ribacove for the present?
I do hope not.
Finally (for now) I have spent many years believing he was a miserable old
groaner, but in this book he sings the praises of virtually everyone he met! I
find that the biggest surprise of all. Sure, in the last few years his songs,
and his stage chat have demonstrated his somewhat dated sense of humour,
but this isn’t Bob being funny.
This is Bob being understanding, and possibly even sincere! Now there’s a
scary prospect.,
Answers on a postcard to FW
Say guys, is this a case for a postbag on the website? So people can voice
there own opinions.
But in case we do that, and just to be clear on my own view, I think that the
arrival of “Chronicles Vol 1” is easily the most significant event in the Dylan
catalog in many many years. I really cannot wait to get the audio book
version as I imagine it will be on constant play in the car
Till Next Time.
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Last Thoughts on Bob Dylan
If there’s an original thought out there, oh, I could use it right
now….
by Bob Fletcher
Whilst I don’t necessarily prescribe to the view that the thunder of those
interested in the work of Dylan has been stolen by the publication of ‘Chronicles’ (I
suspect I won’t be alone in writing well after the publication of volume 3 or his death,
whichever comes first), I understand the argument. I therefore await the sound of a
collective ‘oh bugger’ as those over concerned with the ‘meaning’ of Dylan read the
book.
Before writing any more I feel the need to confess my sins and seek redemption. In fact, I
have decided to circumvent arrest and hand myself in voluntarily. I intend to be
interviewed without a solicitor (the legal profession will be of no use) and plead guilty at
the earliest opportunity. When standing before the Judge (I have no need for a jury) I will
bow my head and accept sentence. If offered the chance of speaking I will decline, safe in
the knowledge that ‘irony’ and ‘humour’ do not form the basis of mitigation. I will spend
my days, behind bars, chastising myself for forgetting that Bob Dylan HATES TO BE
REFERRED TO AS THE MESSIAH.
I thought the conclusion of my last article contained irony and humour. Diane didn’t. She
thought it was rubbish. I tried to explain that, whilst the Barrowlands gig was
extraordinary, I was merely attempting to highlight the fact that Dylan, during his Gospel
period, had been burdened with this before. I accept my shortcomings (whilst making a
mental note never to attempt evangelical satire) and, with the understanding that “he is
not the Messiah, he’s a very silly boy” I will move on. All I’ve got to do now is find a
way of removing myself from Dylan’s shitlist.
Listening to Front Row I was intrigued by the suggestion that Dylan’s memories may not
be all that they seem (he’s old, therefore he can’t be exact, ergo, he made it up). But
should I doubt him? As we age our short-term memory suffers but, naturally, our capacity
for recalling long forgotten events becomes increasingly focussed. I am living proof. I
struggle to remember what I listened to last night but I can recall, instantly, the moment I
purchased Dylan’s first album (I’m not sure that cannabis use helps with the former).
And here’s another thing. Whilst the shelf remains intact and gloating continues (it is
designed to hold further artefacts and will soon be home to the ‘Ace of Clubs’ box set)
the fixings that moor my self worth have come adrift. Quite simply, Diane, whilst
recognising that I ‘know a lot’, called me a nerd (she later recanted substituting the
aforementioned with the term ‘saddo’). Never one to kick me when I’m down, Diane
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proceeded to question my mild dislike for Mr Morrison. To her credit, she stopped short
of calling me childish. Either that or she said it so quietly that I didn’t hear.
And so to ‘Chronicles’. With Diane’s comments fresh in my mind (the fact that she
uttered them over two weeks ago will only serve to demonstrate that, when Diane voices
an opinion, she does so with an audible full stop) I will keep things relatively brief. I have
yet to finish the book, partly because I haven’t had the time and, of greater importance, I
find Dylan’s writing deserves my full attention. As do so many of his performances.
Paul Williams begins ‘Mind Out Of Time’ with the following: “On the 26th of July, 1999,
in a club in Manhattan, Bob Dylan delivered one of his greatest performances ever of his
well-loved 1966 epic ‘Visions of Johanna’. As if to acknowledge and signal his
awareness of the power and freshness of his latest reinterpretation, the singer-bandleader
effectively changed the title of the song halfway through, by starting to sing the chorus
as: ‘And these visions of Madonna are now all that remain/…have kept me up past the
dawn’……you have the opportunity (if you search patiently) to listen to the same
recording I’m referring to”.
So, naturally, I searched patiently. The ‘Ace of Clubs’ box set includes the performance. I
listened intently but was unable to share Williams’ enthusiasm. Which is not to suggest
that the performance isn’t good. It’s better than good. But it requires repeated listening to
fully understand the sentiments expressed by Williams. The same is true for ‘Chronicles’.
I need to reread certain passages in order to comprehend (for a number of years I have
been unable to read as quickly as I once did). But it is worth taking the time. The
following passage could have been written at the time of Blood on the Tracks: “I was
looking at all the guns up at Ray’s place and thought about my old-time girlfriend,
wondered what she was doing. The last time I’d seen her, she was heading West.
Everybody said she looked like Brigitte Bardot, and she did”.
Critically, the book has been favourably reviewed (although one to only gloat when
gloating is merited, I am enjoying the massed volte face employed by those who were
ready to bury Dylan). Writing in the Guardian, Mike Marqusee echoes much of what has
been written but, crucially, goes one step further by admitting that “this book is much
better than I feared it might be”. Gordon King (a good friend and contributor of 25
words) made much the same comment regarding ‘Chimes of Freedom: The Politics of
Bob Dylan’s Art’ (Marqusee’s book). However, Gordon had to grit his teeth to get
through it as he holds a lifelong grudge when it comes to authors who speak ill of ‘Self
Portrait’.
But enough of things literary. Dad’s ego appears to be out of control. Whilst visiting him
at his new home I was given a pile of papers and instructed to include them in my
Freewheelin articles. At no time did he infer that a vile pox would afflict me if I didn’t,
but it felt like that. I did mention that I had deliberately misquoted him last time (he
pretended not to hear), I also asked him which bit of ‘no’ he struggled with (he feigned
illness), finally I suggested that the audience for Dylan related puns was not, to my
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knowledge, a growth area (he stared blankly). And still, somehow, I ended up with the
bloody things.
So, prior to examining George Bush’s debt to the Puritans, I am (entirely against my
better judgement) unleashing the following (for those of you not wanting to know the
score, look away now). “Morose, Dylan was attempting to calculate the numbers of
musical instruments stolen from him in the course of his travels the globe over. After
lengthy incoherent mutterings he suddenly burst out with: ‘Even when I turned up
unannounced at a pretty little town on your River Wye…..” before lapsing into silence. I
was intrigued. ‘What happened there?’ I enquired. ‘Hay? Missed a tambourine, man.’ He
kicked the coal scuttle”.
If you listen very carefully you will hear the sound of Dylan crying. Which, by a strange
coincidence, brings me to that priceless moment: the sheer beauty of Dylan enjoying
himself. ‘Highlands’ has, for me, always been a fine example of his wit. It is not, as has
been said, a shaggy dog story. I recently bought a copy of the Santa Cruz performance
(16th March, 2000) and the version of ‘Highlands’ is magical. Dylan holds the audience
in his thrall. Incidentally, this is not the only time he does this. Both ‘Song to Woody’
and ‘Rock of Ages’ are magisterial whilst ‘One Too Many Mornings’ takes the breath
away. Listening to Butch Cage and Willie Thomas performing ‘One Thin Dime’ has the
same effect – eerily, the same performers allow me to give Dylan’s mid-song 1966
mumble a geographical time and place (this is Dylan using a tried and trusted technique
in order to regain control – it is also Dylan enraptured, to the point of facsimile, by
‘jive’). If further evidence were needed of the unbroken circle, then I would recommend
‘Lady Luck’ by Mercy Dee. Listen to this and it is possible to imagine Dylan contributing
the keyboard part. Then move on to Lightnin’ Hopkins (‘Bald Headed Woman’) and you
gain an insight into Dylan’s ‘lazy’ delivery. Suddenly, it all makes sense.
‘I Don’t Believe You’, from the War Memorial Auditorium, Plymouth (31st October,
1975) is another fine example of Dylan at a creative peak. Writing at the time, Chris
Charlesworth noted that The Rolling Thunder Review “opened in Plymouth,
Massachusetts, a town that likes to call itself ‘America’s home town’, as this was the spot
where the Pilgrims landed from the Mayflower. Whether this town was deliberately
chosen by Dylan is a matter of conjecture, but it seems uncannily appropriate for this
historic trek around New England” (not the most vibrant piece of journalism, I confess).
Larry Sloman, on the other hand, illustrates perfectly the effect the tour, and Dylan, had
on him: “I thought about all the great songs over the years, the songs that shook empires,
the songs that made men weep, the songs that turned around so many people’s visions
and ideals and inspirations”.
To my knowledge, George Bush has yet to write a song. He has certainly made men
weep. This is a man who recently denied those about to be executed a final cigarette. The
reason? Health grounds.
Unfortunately, as Jonathon Raban notes, “the Democratic candidate is up against
something more formidable than the person……he has to deal with the unquiet spirit of
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American Puritanism and its long and complicated legacy”. If, as Mark Twain wrote,
faith is “believing what you know ain’t so” then this might go some way to understanding
why a large number of Americans ignore evidence (including bodies, which, therefore,
makes it a body of evidence) suggesting that the occupation of Iraq is fast becoming a
disaster (Vietnam anyone?). The key is ‘American Puritanism’. As Raban argues “the
shrewd men of the Bush administration have expertly hotwired the president to the
galvanic energy-source of Puritan tradition. It’s as if America, since 9/11, has been
reconstituted as a colonial New England village: walled-in behind a stockade to keep out
the Indians (who were seen as in thrall to the devil); centred on its meeting house in
whose elevated pulpit stands Bush, the plain–spun preacher, a figure of nearly totalitarian
authority in the community of saints”. What, I wonder, prevents John Kerry from asking
the president to comment on his oil links with the Bin Laden family prior to the events of
September the 11th. But why stop there. Why not also ask him to explain, once again, the
rationale for invading Iraq. And while we’re at it, let’s ask him when a lie isn’t, in fact, a
lie. To be truthful, I know the answer to the last question. A lie isn’t a lie when it’s in the
name of ‘faith’. And as Raban demonstrates flawlessly “no culture in the world has
elevated ‘faith’, in and of itself, with or without specific religious beliefs, to the status it
enjoys in the United States. Faith - in God, or the future, or the seemingly impossible,
which is the core of the American dream - is a moral good in its own right. In no other
culture is the word ‘dream’ so cemented into everyday political language, for in America
dreams are not idle, they are items of faith, visions that transcend the depressing available
evidence and portend the glorious future as if it were indeed predicted”. Bush believes he
is doing God’s work. Whilst Dylan has examined theology, interpreted scripture, and
filled songs with Biblical references, Bush has merely encrypted speeches with, as Raban
describes, “covert allusions and other secret handshakes”.
And partly because of his actions, journalists such as Geov Parrish (Working for Change)
argue that Bush, more than any other President, including I assume Richard Nixon,
deserves to be removed from office. Parrish notes that “the list of reasons why is a near
exhaustive litany of his entire record, one of corrosive ideological rigidity combined with
stunning incompetence: the Iraq invasion and the subsequent near – comic disaster of an
incompetent occupation, loss of civil liberties and our ever expanding prison systems,
compulsive secrecy, corporate corruption, the list goes on, and on, and on”.
A recent Guardian editorial was equally as scathing, suggesting that “the recent
presidency has been not merely a crime but a mistake. Mr Bush has proved a terrifying
failure in the world’s most powerful office. He has made the world more angry, more
dangerous and more divided – not less……A safer world requires not just the example of
American power but the power of American example. Mr Bush has done more to destroy
America’s good name than any other president”.
Even Dylan has an opinion. Whilst of a cheerful disposition, he was asked by John
Preston whether the United States and Britain should have invaded Iraq. Dylan replied
“Maybe I’ll tackle that in the next book”. Had Preston solicited Dylan’s thoughts on the
wider implications, in particular Bush and Blair’s decision to link the events of
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September the 11th with Iraq, and therefore justify a their war, Dylan may have been
tempted to give a specific answer. After all, a precedent exists.
Interviewed for the November 2001 issue of Rolling Stone, Dylan appeared willing to
discuss the fact that ‘Love and Theft’ was released on the day the World Trade Centre
was targeted. Mikal Gilmore, after mentioning that the line ‘Sky full of fire, pain pourin’
down’ (Mississippi) kept coming back to him, enquired if there was anything Dylan
would like to say about his reaction to the events of that day. Dylan responded thus: “One
of those Rudyard Kipling poems, ‘Gentlemen – Rankers’ comes to mind (We have done
with Hope and Honour, we are lost to Love and truth/We are dropping down the ladder
rung by rung/And the measure of our torment is the measure of our youth/God help us,
for we knew the worst too young) if anything, my mind would go to young people at a
time like this”. When asked by Gilmore to explain what’s at stake, Dylan retorted, “You
need something else, with a capital E, to explain it. It’s going to have to be dealt with
sooner or later, of course”. Gilmore wondered whether Dylan saw any hope, to which the
latter replied “It is time for now for great men to come forward. With small men, no great
thing can be accomplished at the moment”. Dylan ends by quoting Sun-Tzu: “If you
know neither the enemy or yourself, you will succumb in every battle”.
Which brings us back to ‘faith’. As Mark Lawson notes “George W Bush represents to
Christian Americans an embodiment of the parable of the prodigal son”. It is worth
noting that the very same Christian Americans have been responsible for returning a
succession of presidents to power. But is Bush, in the words of Dylan, a ‘great man’?
The answer, I suspect, is contained within a song written and premiered by Dylan in
1962. ‘John Brown’ realises, too late, that he ‘was just a puppet in a play’ (and a very
deadly one at that). But it’s a play not of his own making. George Bush, however hard he
tries, can’t use that argument. Of interest is the fact that the previous line of the song
contains the following: ‘And I couldn’t help but think, through the thunder rolling and
stink. Evidence, if evidence were needed, that Dylan’s long-term memory was working
well in 1975.
Diane has spent a considerable amount of time during the last four weeks recalling long
forgotten memories. It hasn’t been easy for her. She has returned to work and, I suppose,
returned to a sense of normality. Which is to be expected. She has accepted the death of
her mother (for a while it is not always easy to believe it to be true). She has adjusted to
the loss and, crucially, she has begun to reinvest in life. These are not my phrases.
According to Elisabeth Kubler-Ross, there are five stages people often experience when
coming to terms with death and dying: denial, anger, depression, bargaining, and
acceptance (‘Not Dark Yet’ illustrates this point). Writing in the ‘Handbook for Mortals’,
author Joanne Lynn suggests that “Because these stages portrayed a common response so
well, people began to think of them as the five stages of grief”. However, as she rightly
points out, grief does not respect order nor is it time limited. An individual does not
always begin at the beginning and it is possible for someone to remain stuck at one or
more of the stages. New losses may reawaken slumbering grief whilst unexpected
moments may reintroduce sadness. All I can do is to try and understand.
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Which is exactly what Diane tries to do with regards to my passion for all things Dylan
(‘tries’ being the operative word). She tries, politely, to refuse as I encourage her to listen
to whatever it is I’m experiencing at any given moment (sometimes she concedes, puts on
the headphones, and gives me that look). She tries not to shout at me when yet another
bootleg or book arrives (collecting for the purposes of research fell out of favour a long
time ago). She tries to remain calm when I use Dylan’s lyrics in everyday speech
(although sometimes she just refuses to talk to me until I desist). I have reconciled myself
to the fact that Diane has her opinion and, whilst falling short of banishing him and his
bloody music from the house (I try and tell her it’s not a house it’s a home), she prefers
me not to “go on about him so much”. But, conversely, she admires the passion of it all.
The very same passion, in the words of Jeff Gitter, “founded out of a deep and
longstanding love of the words, the music, and the performance”.
Others are equally as passionate. Sometimes though their passion is borne of a sorrow I
am unable to appease. Rose Gentle, Reginald Keys, Mike Aston, and John Miller,
recently wrote the following: “We have all lost our sons in the war in Iraq. They joined
the army to defend their country. When they were sent to war in Iraq they believed this
country was in danger of imminent attack. They were told we were 45 minutes away
from such an attack. We now know the war was based on lies and deceit. Tony Blair
knew the evidence for WMD was non-existent but persuaded parliament that the opposite
was the case. These lies led directly to the deaths of our sons. This is what we cannot
forgive or forget”. The parents intend to lay a wreath at the door of 10 Downing Street
and, whilst there, ask the Prime Minister why he acted as he did. They already know that
no answers will be forthcoming.
And just when it seemed that everything American suddenly meant nothing to me at all, I
discovered an angel. Jesse Sykes, along with her band the Sweet Hereafter, recently
played at the Borderline as part of the Spirit of Austin Americana Festival. Although I
had prior knowledge of their music (I bought ‘Reckless Burning’ on the strength of the
artwork) I had no idea just how beguiling their performance would be. Jesse may not
thank me for this but, at times, she bore a striking resemblance to a young Emmylou
Harris and sang songs that touched me, in a voice that ought to melt the hardest of long
gone lonesome hearts. She was also charming.
Which is not a word I would have applied to Greil Marcus had I have met him in 1970.
But, as I am now informed that he reads Freewheelin, I am happy to forgive his
foolhardiness (I can’t speak for Gordon King though).
Go in peace and, whilst doing so, hum ‘Masters of War’.
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HIPSTERS, FLIPSTERS & FINGER POPPIN’ DADDIES!
by C.P. Lee

Keep Your Eyes Wide
Instead of a musical journey this issue is a physical one – a trip that will take
us from Manchester to Birmingham (via an interesting taxi?) and then from the brilliantly
named Custard Factory, all the way back to Manchester, but this time via 1968 and the
Free Trade Hall again (almost).
We take a drive round the centre of Manchester in the company of Pam, who always
carries her camera with her. Imagine her surprise when she was confronted by a taxi cab
which had the name ‘Dylan” emblazoned on its side. Closer inspection revealed it to be
just one of many other illustrious names, such as ‘Louis Armstrong’ and ‘Sir John
Barbirolli’, but ‘Dylan’ was way big and very noticeable. It turned out to be advertising
the newly refurbished Radisson Edwardian Hotel that has taken over the space that was
once the Free Trade Hall. As mentioned a little while back there is actually a Bob Dylan
suite available for hire there, but at a rate that I suspect even Bob Dylan would blanch at £1400 a night, including breakfast – but remember, you don’t need an eggs and ham to
know which way the wind blows!
For considerably less than that, free actually, you can gaze upon Pam’s picture of the cab
in all its glory, parked up, rather ironically, in the front of the Midland Hotel (the one
Dylan has actually stayed in).
That was then – this is next – a packed train ride on a Friday evening to Birmingham. Did
you know that ‘Wetherspoons’, the pub chain, now have a chain of hotels called
‘Wetherlodge’? Imagine your delight upon finding a real ale hostelry of the calibre of
Wetherspoons and finding that you can spend the night (or nights) there, partake of their
fine fayre, get pleasantly oiled, take to your bed, crash out, wake up, go downstairs, eat a
hearty breakfast and start all over again. What joy! Well it does sound idyllic, but it
wasn’t the only reason that we went to Birmingham, it also coincided with an exhibition
of photos of Dylan – and what a show it was…
Held at the ‘Snap Galleries’ in the former Birds Custard factory, now rejigged, revamped
and gloriously set out as the ‘Custard Factory’ (ah, post-modern irony…), a warren of hip
stores, pleasant eateries and magnificent statues, the gig is simply a gas. Even before
we’d got to the front door of the gallery we met Mike and Elaine, stalwarts of John Green
Day fame, who had two fellow Mancunians in tow. They’d just been to the exhibition
and were raving about it. Elaine urged us to read the comments book to spot the usual
culprits …
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There are photographs of Dylan aplenty at Snaps – at least until the 13th November when
the exhibition sadly draws to a close (or does it?) … At the gallery we met up with Mark
Makin, who as a 16 year old school boy had taken the 1966 Free Trade Hall pictures
featured in ‘Like The Night Revisited’ which has, coincidentally just been republished in
an updated format, outrageous plug I know, but what the heck.
Pam, Mark and I met the owner, a very pleasant young man called Guy, who is
considerably knowledgeable about Dylan. He’d interviewed every one of the
photographers featured in the exhibition and had written detailed and interesting
observations about each picture, and told us some fascinating stories too. For instance the
figure holding the camera behind Dylan on the Highway 61 Revisited cover is not Bobby
Neuwirth according to Daniel Kramer, or at least that’s the tale Kramer is putting out,
though he won’t reveal who it actually is. The show is titled ‘Keep Your Eyes Wide –
Dylan on Camera 1961 to 1975’ and is an exciting cross section not just of Dylan’s
career, but also of ways photographers have seen him both as portrait subject and also as
performer.
From the usual suspects such as Kramer and Schatzberg, through to Jean-Marie Perier
and Amelie R Rothschild, the choice of pictures and their framing and presentation is
first rate. Mark commented that even though some of the images are very well known, to
view them in brand new print form in the confines of a gallery instead of a book or a
magazine is enervating and refreshing. What you thought of as familiar becomes
suddenly endowed with surprising dimensions and nuances. The new (to me) selection
was an absolute delight. Pam got hooked on a Rothschild shot from 74 where the
photographer and the crowd are captured in the reflection of Dylan’s shades. Design or
happenstance? Whatever, a remarkable shot that we really seriously considered waving
our Visa card at. Yes, it was that good, but sometimes common sense should prevail and
so it remained on the wall. Guy told us that he’d actually sold a fair few, and that he’s
hoping that rather than be broken up and returned to the photographers, the exhibition
will move on elsewhere around the country. I wish him the best of luck with that and
hope it reaches an area near you soon.
After a brilliant time in Birmingham we jetted back to our Mancunian mansion (National
Express Coach Service Sunday Saver Special) and prepared ourselves for a special longawaited gig. Pam and I searched through our dressing up chests and found our old kaftans
and beads, slapped on our acid heads and went to watch the Incredible String Band.
Where I’d last seen them play at the Free Trade Hall (in 1968), this time the String Band
were playing opposite in a pleasant venue called the Life Café where we’d had the
pleasure of watching Lonnie Donegan give one of his last performances. Yes, there were
a lot of old hippies there, but what surprised me were the amount of old punks (John The
Postman anyone?) and younger souls (Sam the Lawyer anyone?) who’d gathered together
to witness what Mike Heron called ‘a self-tribute band’. You might recall that the
original String Band line-up was a trio and I was pleasantly surprised (I seem to have
spent the evening being pleasantly surprised) that Clive Palmer of the original line-up
was back on assorted musical things. Robin Williamson has bowed out owing to solo
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commitments, but the very able Welsh wizard Lawson Dando and the exceptionally
multi-talented Lady Fluff, more than make up for the deficiency.
It was remarkable to hear ‘Hedgehog Song’, ‘Painting Box’ and a full length 14 minute
version of ‘A Very Cellular Song’, plus many, many more, all sounding in tip top shape
and, in a couple of cases, even better than I recall from 1968. Did I mention that back
then there was a delay because the promoters hadn’t provided the right kind of Turkish
rug for the band to sit on? Fortunately those days are behind them and now they just get
on with the show - it was a delightful evening made even more delightful when Pam
pointed out a young couple dancing a slow Elizabethan quadrille to the lines – ‘May the
long time sunshine be all around you, and the pure light within you guide your way on’ –
and indeed, in a month of many reasons not to shine, let’s leave the last words and hopes
with the String band.

Incredible String band
(l:r) Lawson Dando, Clive Palmer, Mike Heron, Fluff
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Avalanche of Books

by Paula Radice

This month, I have been mainly buying books.
Or rather, books have mainly been arriving like an avalanche from the friendly people at
Amazon and other all-too-easy-to-order-from websites. And in addition to the electronic
book ordering, I also went to Rome at half term and came home with half a dozen Italian
Dylan books in my suitcase. (I was pleased, though, as the last three holidays I've been
on, I've had to buy an extra suitcase to come home with, and this time I managed not to
add to the luggage collection.)
A quick run-through of the new books:
1. Chronicles, of course.
I'm not going to comment on it, because I think we'll probably all have the same opinion
of it, and besides I feel as if I need to read it at least another five or six times to do it
justice. What a joy it is, though, to read all the positive reviews, eh? Like the rest of the
world has just discovered that Dylan can write, whilst we just smirk and say, "We told
you so". Mind you, I don't think - I must admit - that I would have had the confidence to
put money on the fact that he would be such a good writer, and have such a great eye and
memory for detail. It was almost too much to expect, wasn't it? But yet again, Dylan
amazes and astounds. If he doesn't win a Nobel Prize for Literature after this, I shall want
to know the reason why.
It's proving expensive, though, as not only was there the audiobook to buy as well (not
that I can listen to it, because I don't want to hear any other voice than Dylan's reading his
words) but the foreign language editions are already pouring in: the Norwegian, Swedish
and German have already arrived. Can anyone help me get hold of more obscure ones
when they come out? The only websites I can't navigate are the ones with different
alphabets - Japanese, Greek, Russian.
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2. Lyrics.
Ditto the above. The English edition is very handsome, with a great silver cover, but the
German one arrived today and is completely different and just as pretty. The danger with
collecting different editions of this book, though, is that I may need to reinforce my
house's foundations; it's a hefty beast in any language.
3. Like the Night (Revisited): Bob Dylan and the Road to the Manchester Free Trade
Hall (C.P.Lee)
An updated edition of the very brilliant book by our very own wonderful C.P., and thus
completely unmissable and totally recommended. The additional material on the
controversy over the identity of the "Judas" heckler is particularly interesting, and the
information in it completely unique. C.P. is a great writer, and one can only hope that the
third book in his Dylan trilogy comes soon (I heard him speak once at Helter Skelter
bookshop, where he promised that the follow-up to "Like a Bullet of Light" and "Like the
Night" would be a worthy successor called "Like a Bucket of Shite" - presumably a study
of Hearts of Fire, C.P., or would it be about Dylan and the Dead?) Incidentally, it's also
great to see that Helter Skelter, despite tragically disappearing from its shop premises, is
still in the book publishing business, as they've made some really crucial contributions to
the Dylan bookshelves in the last few years.
4. The Political Art of Bob Dylan (ed. by David Boucher and Gary Browning).
A very slim but very expensive (at £45) academic tome, which I must admit I haven't
read yet, so will have to review another time. Opening a page at random, the first chapter
seems to be talking about Rousseau and the history of alienation in Western thought.
This may not be your cup at tea, especially at the price. There's a nice 1966 photo of
Dylan on the cover, though (superficial, moi?), but no other photos inside.
5. Keys to the Rain: The Definitive Bob Dylan Encyclopedia (Oliver Trager).
Another doorstop of a book, at over 700 pages, and interesting in its differentness. Its
main usefulness, I think, will be in its treatment of individual songs, especially of songs
Dylan has covered, and the detail it gives of the lives of other songwriters.
However, there is a huge problem with the title. Because of the sheer volume of
information that had to go into the book, the author has decided - and he explains the
difficulty of this decision in the introduction (it's "a cut that we feel terrible about") - to
leave out some people and events central to Dylan's musical career, like Joan Baez, the
Band, The Grateful Dead, the members of the current band etc., and the effect of this, it
seems to me, is very unbalancing. There are, for example, six paragraphs on Paid the
Price, a song Dylan performed once and once only (at Toad's Place), yet no entry at all
for Tom Petty or for Tony Garnier. The amount of research in this labour of love is aweinspiring, though, and definitely makes it an interesting book both to dip into and for
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research purposes, even if the photo choices that illustrate many entries are rather quirky
(to say the least).
6. Studio A: The Bob Dylan Reader (ed. by Benjamin Hedin).
A collection, very nicely presented, of some of the most important articles and bits and
pieces written about Dylan at different periods of his career. All the obvious candidates
are here (Shelton, Christgau, Hentoff, Gleason, Marcus, Ricks) plus some more recent
pieces that may not be so familiar. The final piece, for example is Alex Ross' article from
The New Yorker in 1999 on Dylan "The Wanderer", which ends up examining the whole
field of Dylanology and interviews many of the book's preceding contributors. As a
collection, it's more than worthwhile, and a worthy successor to earlier compilation-style
books. Nice "Pop Art"- style cover, too.
7.The Rough Guide to Bob Dylan (Nigel Williamson)
Hooray, at last a smaller book! One that's great fun, as well, and sublimely easy to read.
Divided into four sections (The Life, The Music, The Movies and Dylanology), the
Rough Guide is thorough, but with a light touch. If there are huge biographical or music
errors in it, I didn't spot them (tho' as I've said in previous book reviews, I'm not the
person to be able to do that anyway, having a minimal brain for retaining detail - don't
tell my ex-PhD supervisor - the way proper Dylanologists do. It's hard enough for me to
remember the order the albums came out, sometimes, let alone which songs were
recorded at which blasted recording sessions...I'd blame it on advancing age, if I didn't
know I've always been scatty.) Anyway, a nice easy read, accessible for the newcomer,
but detailed enough for those of us who have been finding out about Dylan for a little
while now. Very reasonably priced, too, at under £8.
And finally, two new Italian books. Tthere's a nice new Italian edition of Scaduto,
published last year with the subtitle "La Mitica Biografia Con Due Capitoli Inediti": I
can't read it, but it has a great psychedelic-style cover. And an altogether new book, by
Cesare Rizzi, called (very originally) Bob Dylan, and only just published. Another
"overview" book, with many colour photos giving a full discography (including some of
the more colourful bootlegs, and albums with Dylan contributions); very good value for
the few euros that it cost (amounting to less than £4) and worth getting even if you don't
read Italian, I think.
Enough books! Let me know if you come across any weird or wonderful foreign editions
you think I might be interested in. I won't have any money left to buy them by then, but
the information might be useful! I'd better warn Father Christmas that he may have a few
foreign language copies of Chronicles in his sack next month.
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THE MISSIONARY TIMES
ONE MORE NIGHT WITH C.P.LEE
(And the other side of Chronicles)
Although the entire Dylan fandom is reeling from the rightly

placed
hurrahs emanating from a universally favourable reading of ‘Chronicles. Volume 1’, we
shouldn’t let Dylan’s book be the only craft in the harbour. There have been some other
excellent Dylan books published recently and whilst all eyes will naturally be on Dylan’s
own creation, it is well worth taking a sideways glance at what other books are currently
available. One such book is the new, improved, refurbished, updated and revised
publication by C.P. Lee which chronicles the events leading up to, during and otherwise
having anything to do with Dylan’s legendary concert at The Free Trade Hall,
Manchester on the 17th May 1966. You may think that you have read it all before but
‘Like The Night (Revisited)’ has so much more and, this time around, C.P.’s bells don’t
just chime: they ring-a-ding-ding Dylan and ’66.
If you want to see exactly how much more there is to the new, improved, refurbished,
updated and revised ‘Like The Night’, then it is best to start at the end – with the index.
There are at least an additional 50 textual references in this new index and the same
includes some important new entries. Probably the most important ‘new’ name in the
index is Pam Lee who, in both editions, C.P. describes as ‘the woman without whom all
this would have been impossible’. Pam has thus earned her rightful place in the index
for, without Pam there wouldn’t have been an index at all let alone a book to go with it!
Other less worthy new entrants include Tony Blair, John Prescott and Frank Zappa but
there are two new names in particular that you should look out for both in the index and
in the book itself and they are Keith Butler and John Cordwell.
In a brand new Chapter to the book – chapter 8 – ‘Dining With Judas’ – C.P. explains
how these two characters, Butler and Cordwell, both hold themselves out to be the
infamous shouter of ‘Judas’ at the concert. It is an intriguing and spell binding tale of
transatlantic e-mails, late night curries, Boomtown Rats and a telephone call on
Christmas morning. The new book is worth having for this chapter alone as it contains a
myriad of superbly described circumstances yet leaves perfectly, and somehow
enticingly, unresolved the question of really: ‘Who dunnit?.
So, what else is new? Well, the compact size for a start, and also the cover photograph.
This time Dylan has his back to us but the spotlight which has clearly hit Dylan full in the
face, works to make a ragged halo around his ’66 unkempt bouffant. And, if it’s
photographs that you are after, there are plenty more here, including one of the author
standing next to a Dylan statue and many of the Manchester Free Trade Hall which bring
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the story to life and add a new perspective to the history of the subject. One of the
appendices which details internet resources, has been expertly revised and no doubt
greatly improved by the appearance of Freewheelin-on-line ‘The World’s first Bob Dylan
internet fanzine’!
Of course, since the first edition of ‘Like The Night’ was published, Sony Columbia have
released the Free Trade Hall concert as ‘The Bootleg Series Volume 4 – Bob Dylan Live
1966 – The ‘Royal Albert Hall’ Concert’. In ‘Revisited’ C.P. not only reports on the
responses to the official release of the soundboard from the concert, but also provides
some mouth watering details of other products, official and otherwise, which have their
source in Dylan’s frantic ’66 activities.
There is nothing quiet or tricky about ‘Like The Night (Revisited)’. It is a brilliant read
full of anecdotes, observations and battlegrounds. It is a history book; as Greil Marcus
declares on the new cover ‘C.P.Lee was there but the point is that he can put you there
too.’ Whist, with ‘Chronicles Volume 1’ Dylan may be seen sitting stranded away from
his art, C.P. takes you to the dead centre of the art form and brings us all into harmony
with the cosmic sea that drenched Manchester on that night in May 1966. If you want a
companion to ‘Chronicles’ that will bring the music to your ears, this is it!
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